
fumonic radio
Quality smoke detector  



Congratulations!
The smart fumonic radio smoke detector has been  
installed in your home. This device gives you security  
and ensures you can react fast in the event of fire or  
smoke in your home. 
 

This is the fumonic smoke detector

Reliable protection

The smoke detector warns you of smoke. This is  
especially important at night, as your sense of smell  
is "turned off" when you sleep.

Convenient testing

Because the fumonic is equipped with a radio  
module, the smoke detector is checked monthly via  
radio readout. This happens without you noticing.  
It also means you don't have to make any appoint-
ments with engineers and you have the reassurance 
your smoke detector will be regularly checked for 
correct operation.

Tested safety

The fumonic smoke detector complies with European 
standards and guidelines, is VDS tested and comes 
with the Q-label quality mark, guaranteeing the  
best results and safety. The fumonic has a built-in  
battery with a lifespan of 10 years.

White LED light 
Improves orientation in  

the apartment in the  
event of an alarm.

Red LED light 
The red light indicates the  

operation of the smoke  
detector. The light is located  

on the side of the device and  
therefore it causes no nuisance.

 

Integrated function button
Allows you to stop the alarm in the event of a  
false alarm (e.g. caused by cooking fumes).  
If you terminate a false alarm yourself, the  
smoke detector will be disabled for 10 minutes.  
Stay alert for fire during these 10 minutes.

Built-in seal
This will be broken during disassembly and must  
be reapplied. Report to your caretaker if the  
smoke detector has to be disassembled, for example, 
because of painting work. You are not allowed to  
do this yourself. DIY work and refurbishments  
can affect the operation of the smoke detector.

CE quality 
mark according  

to EN 14604

Q-label 
according to  
VDS 3131 or 

vfdb guideline 
14-01



Remote testing

A smoke detector must work properly at all times. That is why we check the
following functions of your smoke detectors via the radio network every month:

	◼ Battery capacity
	◼ Blockage and dirt in the smoke detector
	◼ Mounting status of the smoke detector
	◼ Alarm function test

 

As soon as you notice a fault (recognizable by the signals from the smoke detector)  
or if you are going to carry out work around the smoke detector, you must immediately 
notify your caretaker. Don't wait until the next external check so that the device will  
function properly again in time. This is for your safety!

This is what the signals of your smoke detector mean

Signal LED light (red) LED light (white) Meaning                                                       What to do

!
Continuous alarm Flashes 3 times per alarm Activated                                                                                     Alarm Bring yourself and household  

members to safety immediately

OK Silent Flashes once every Deactivated                 The smoke detector is working                                                     You do not need to do anything

OK One-off alarm 48 seconds Deactivated               Alarm test                                                       You do not need to do anything

!
Beep every 45 seconds Flashing Deactivated               Change the battery 

(smoke detector can still function for 30 days)         
Notify your caretaker immediately

!
Beep every 45 seconds Flashes every 8 seconds Flashes quickly Failure of the smoke detector (The operation of 

the smoke detector is not guaranteed!)
Notify your caretaker immediately

!
Silent Flashes quickly Deactivated               The smoke detector is deactivated for

10 minutes because it has been manually  
deactivated to end a false alarm          

Stay alert for fire during these  
10 minutes attenuation

!
Silent Flashes twice every  

10 seconds
Deactivated               The smoke detector is deactivated for

10 minutes because it has been manually  
deactivated to end a false alarm          

Stay alert for fire during these  
10 minutes attenuation

Beep : 1 brief sound at a low volume
Alarm : 3 brief sounds at full volume

                        



If the smoke detector sounds an alarm because of a fire in your home,
you have about 120 seconds to bring yourself to safety.

If the escape route is blocked by flames, stay calm and stay away  
from the stairwell.

Recommendations in the case
of fire at the home

Recommendations in the case  
of fire in the stairwell

Close the room or front door behind you.
This slows the spread of the fire and the toxic smoke released  
by the fire.

Call the fire brigade on 112. Answer their questions:
Where is the emergency? What happened?
Await further instructions.

Leave the room or apartment immediately.
Is the escape route to the front door clear? Are there still  
people inyour apartment? Warn them and help them escape.

It is impossible to leave the room/apartment.
Stay calm!
Whatever happens, stay in the apartment.

Don't use the lift.
Escape via the stairwell - never use the lift!

Seal the house door from the inside with a damp cloth.
Move to a room as far away from the source of the fire as possible
and wait there by a window or balcony.

Don't waste your time looking for documents, laptops, etc.
If at hand, take your mobile and the keys to your home
(for the fire brigade).

Close the apartment door immediately - don't lock it!
This slows the spread of the fire and the toxic smoke released  
bythe fire.

Call the fire brigade. 
Once you're safe outside, call the fire brigade 
on 112.

Follow the instructions of the fire brigade.
When in doubt, the fire brigade will rescue you via ladders or  
with escape hoods via the stairwell.

CALL
112

CALL
112
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Smoke detectors do not prevent fire, but only warn in the event of smoke. Smoke detectors do not prevent fire, but only warn in the event of smoke.



ista Nederland B.V. 
P.O. Box 179 | 3100 AD Schiedam 
010 245 57 00 | info@ista.nl | www.ista.nl


